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	       Light from the top. 

	       The ALED T5 is a high-tech twist on an everyday fixture. 
Type V optics produce a round distribution which is perfect for parking lots and pathways. Cutting edge LED technology provides maintenance-free operation combined with significant reduction in energy consumption. Add all that to a standard tenon top pole and you've got a simple and effective lighting solution.




With IES classification Type V, this ALED distributes light in a wide and uniform 360° pattern that is perfect for large outdoor areas such as parking lots, corporate parks, and retail settings. The 52W is best with 10' poles and the 78W is best suited for 15' poles. 
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	       Mounting made simple. 

	       The ALED T5 is built to fit on standard 2 3/8" tenons, making it easy and cost effective to upgrade to LED. Looks great with existing square, round or tapered poles. RAB can supply a perfect matching square steel pole from our inventory of quick ship poles. 
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         HID equivalency. 

         LED light output equivalent to 175W metal halide with 52W or replacing up to 250W with 78W. 
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	       Keeping it cool. 

	       To achieve our industry leading 
100,000 hour TM-21 calculated 
lifespan, RAB engineers have designed air-flow fins that drive air through the fixture using convection to achieve maximum heat dissipation. ALED T5 is for use in environments up to 40°C. 
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         All in the family. 

         The ALED T5 is part of a family of fixtures that share the same patent pending design. Area lights, garage lights, ceiling and pendant lights offer design continuity to complement your entire job. 
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            Contact Customer Service, Tech Support or Lighting Applications with your support questions.

          

        

      


      
        
          Chat online

          Talk live with a Support Team member, to get help on weekdays from 7:30am - 8:00pm EST.
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